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09:30

EXMIT – Everyone is talking about it – now hear it from
a customer who is implementing/ using it…
Employee XM for IT empowers CIOs and IT decision
makers to optimise the employee experience – alongside
HR – by increasing workforce productivity, improving
effectiveness and efficiency of Help Desk and related
services, maintaining security compliance, and integrating
voice of employees in technology decisions.

10:30

Aligning Employee Compensation to Business Strategy
at Mercury Engineering
Hear from Ann Garbutt, Global People Director at Mercury
Engineering as she highlights their rewards & recognition
strategy that led to the recent implementation of SAP
SuccessFactors. Ann will discuss:
• The need to integrate compensation, succession
planning and recruitment
• Why they selected SAP SuccessFactors
• How the solution was implemented so rapidly
• Best practice advice for preparing your own HXM
journey
• Future plans

Ann Garbutt
Mercury
Engineering

11:10

How to work around the HR challenges of COVID-19
with SAP SuccessFactors

Phil Southall
Edenhouse

After the COVID-19 panic subsided, the dawning realisation
came. Things aren’t going back to how they were any time
soon. From a business perspective, we need to figure out a
way to carry on. There’s simply no other option.
Easier said than done, of course.
People’s perceptions of work have been changed forever,
and the true extent of the psychological damage our
colleagues and friends have suffered is not yet known. So
it’s down to us – business leaders, people managers, the
workforce – to create the environment and the working
processes that are going to keep us safe, and our
businesses profitable.

Company &
Speaker
Sally Winston
Qualtrics
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Going back to how it was before if there’s a possibility of
operating differently, simply won’t work. For the businesses
that try, their employees will soon look elsewhere.
In our presentation, Managing the Return to Work, we
explore how businesses can create a new working
environment that ensures your people are content and safe,
and your business can run optimally and profitably - that
process starts with your people.

12:45

Showcasing the capabilities of SAP SuccessFactors, we will
explore how the solution can help manage the return to
work. Addressing some of the issues many businesses are
facing today - maintaining employee engagement,
understanding employee needs, onboarding new hires, as
well as sustaining a collaborative team feel through remote
working. Our expert will highlight the mobile functionality of
SAP SuccessFactors, the embedded Qualtrics within the
solution, and focus on the Onboarding, Learning and
Employee Central Self Service modules. Understanding
how SAP SuccessFactors can help manage the return to
work will help you to build a business that will be best
placed to succeed and flourish tomorrow.
Discover how you can save on your BW/4HANA
Donal Geraghty
migration
SeaPark
Consultancy
In this case study led presentation, Donal Geraghty,
SeaPark Consultancy CEO, shares an approach that is
helping companies save on their BW/4HANA migration.
At a time when BW/4HANA migration has perhaps slipped
down the order of important priorities it is worth noting that
(i) the migration will require attention sooner rather than
later and (ii) the longer companies ‘kick the can’ the higher
the expense will be; both in terms of human and financial
resource.
Firstly, they recommend that a client reviews their entire
BW system; the output of this activity allows you easily
produce a decommissioning plan and renovate your BW
system without having to manually identify what BW objects
are surplus to requirement. In effect you can remove the
frustrating, time-consuming, and expensive challenge of
discovering BW objects no longer required for your BI
solution.
You will also know that the BW/4HANA migration project
requires a substantial testing effort that, again, commands
much in the way of financial and human resource.
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Most automated testing tools require a time-consuming
setup however using a specifically designed tool to
automate the testing for BW/4HANA migrations, that can be
set up in a single day, customers have reduced BW/4HANA
migration testing by 40-60%.
Join Donal as he shares some recent use-cases to clearly
illustrate how all this has been possible.
13:25

Setting a New Standard for Integrated Commercial
Dan Flynn
Planning at Premier Foods
Premier Foods
Hear from Dan Flynn, IT Business Partner at Premier Foods
as he highlights their improvement and standardisation of
the commercial planning process that led to the recent
implementation of SAP Analytics Cloud Planning. Dan will
discuss:
• The need for a centralised planning and reporting
process
• The Premier Foods 5 key principles for commercial
planning
• The reasons for selecting SAP Analytics Cloud
Planning
• Highlights of the new connected planning model
• Lessons learned
• Future plans

14:05

Predicting HR flight risk using SAC
Use SAP Analytics Cloud to Predict HR Flight Risk - SAP
Analytics Cloud comes with some amazing features in the
areas of Business Intelligence, Augmented Analytics,
Planning and Predictive modelling. Using SAC predictive
modelling the HR community can use employee information
to understand more about who is likely to leave and do
something about it before they leave. Join Dean Farrow
who will run through a demonstration of using SAC to
predict employees who are likely to leave.

Dean Farrow
SAP

